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Abstract: Enabling collaborative interaction across social levels over longer timescales 

represents a key research challenge in computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL). This 

study investigates a multi-layer interaction approach to cross-community knowledge building 

supported by the design of Idea Thread Mapper (ITM).  A design-based research study was 

conducted in four Grade 5 classrooms that studied human body systems over six months. ITM 

was used to support student knowledge building discourse in each classroom and cross-

classroom interaction in a shared meta-space focused on a cross-cutting challenging problem: 

How do people grow? Multi-level discourse analysis traced students’ collective idea 

development in the cross-classroom discourse that built on the diverse lines of inquiry about the 

different body systems within each classroom. The findings contribute new understanding and 

designs for expanding CSCL practices across networks of classrooms, enabling a larger creative 

context for students’ ever-deepening and expansive work with ideas.  

Introduction
As our societies enter a new era facing extraordinary challenges, rapid changes and hyper-connectedness, 

researchers call for critical efforts to make computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) relevant and 

contributive, addressing potential tensions and blind spots and enabling educational transformation (Cress, 

Oshima, Rosé, & Wise, in press). While existing research has produced deep insights into collaborative learning 

interaction in small groups and individual classrooms, new research is needed to expand the collaborative 

interaction to higher social levels and over longer timescales to enable transformative classroom change (Stahl, 

2013; Wise & Schwarz, 2017). Building on our prior work (Yuan & Zhang, 2019; Zhang, Yuan, & Bogouslavsky, 

2020), the current study analyzes a design for enabling student collaboration across classrooms, which work as 

interconnected communities to build knowledge and address complex problems. The higher-level interaction 

enabled by new technology design allows students to connect with and build on an expanded pool of ideas across 

the boundaries of different classrooms. Valuable ideas developed in each classroom community have the 

opportunity to travel up to a cross-community meta-space for high-level discourse. 

Realworld knowledge creation takes place in a multi-level social system, in which individuals and teams 

create knowledge in various domain areas while working with peers from the larger field (Csikszentmihalyi, 

1999). The social dialogues and interactions extend across different social levels: individuals collaborate in 

groups/teams within each organization/community, which is further part of an intellectual field that advances the 

collective knowledge of a domain (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999; Sawyer, 2007). The larger discourse in a field creates 

a macro and dynamic context that shapes and sustains the knowledge work in each local community over time 

and across generations.  

CSCL researchers need to tackle the challenge of how to extend collaborative knowledge building to the 

higher social levels (Stahl, 2013) across classroom communities. The prominence of this challenge is heightened 

in contemporary times when we face increasingly complex and connected problems. In this context, it is more 

critical than ever for students to learn to listen, converse, and collaborate across boundaries to solve complex 

problems and build shared understanding. Aligned with this need, researchers have made initial explorations of 

cross-classroom collaboration (Laferriere, Law, & Montané, 2012; Lai & Law, 2006). Through the direct sharing 

of online discussion spaces between different classrooms, students read the online posts of their partner 

classrooms and respond. As a challenge arising in this context, students often find it difficult to understand other 

classrooms’ distributed discourse and engage in meaningful dialogues across different communities.  

In light of the above multi-level social system view of knowledge creation, we have been testing 

technology-enabled support to sustain collaborative knowledge building across a network of science classrooms 

(Yuan & Zhang, 2019; Zhang, Yuan & Bogouslavsky, 2020). Our design uses a multi-layer emergent interaction 

approach, which integrates the local knowledge space of each knowledge building community and a meta-space 

shared across communities. While members of each classroom work in their community’s local discourse space 

to investigate various problems and deepen their understanding, they selectively contribute their major knowledge 
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 progress and challenges to the meta-space for cross-classroom sharing and discourse. We conceptualize such 

multi-layer emergent interaction in light of the related theories, including social emergence (Sawyer, 2015), 

expansive learning that integrates horizontal moves across borders and vertical moves across levels (Engeström, 

2014), and expansive framing of unfolding learning trajectories across contexts (Engle et al., 2012). A critical 

design challenge is to facilitate “the micro-macro link” across levels, which is essential to the function of emergent 

complex systems (Sawyer, 2015). The micro-macro link involves the bottom-up emergence of ideas from each 

group and community to the larger discourse space and the downward influence of the cross-community discourse 

on the future unfolding of inquiry and discourse in each community. Valuable ideas and problems developed in 

each community can travel up to the cross-community space for extended sharing and higher-level discourse. At 

the same time, knowledge advances and practices developed in the cross-community space are brought back to 

each individual community to stimulate further inquiry and discourse and develop integrated understanding in 

light of the knowledge and perspectives from the different communities. This process may leverage expansive 

cycles (Engeström, 2014) of inquiry through the dynamic contact and re-orchestration of different viewpoints, 

expertise, and inquiry practices of the various participants. 

To support cross-community knowledge building, this study used a multi-layer collaboration system—

Idea Thread Mapper (ITM, http://idea-thread.net), which integrates support for student-driven knowledge building 

in each community and boundary-crossing interaction across different communities and school years (Zhang & 

Chen, 2019). ITM inter-operates with Knowledge Forum (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006). The ITM supports for 

knowledge building in each classroom and encourages emergent “reflective structuration” (Tao & Zhang, 2018) 

by which students co-organize unfolding lines (threads) of inquiry as their collective work proceeds. A multi-

layer framework is further used to organize collaborative discourse across different levels. The discourse spaces 

include the local collaborative space of each classroom where students conduct collaborative discourse and 

inquiry to advance their understanding of various problems; and a cross-classroom meta-space where students 

view the inquiry directions of their partner classrooms, post/share Super Notes (syntheses), and engage in cross-

classroom Super Talk focusing on challenging issues of common interests. While collaborating on inquiry within 

their home classroom, students have ongoing access to the cross-classroom meta-space, where they can interact 

with peers and ideas from their buddy classrooms (including those from the prior school years). Students can see 

the visual inquiry organizers of the buddy classrooms that show their “Wondering Areas” (inquiry questions) and 

idea threads, read their Super Notes co-authored using the Journey of Thinking tool to synthesize major progress 

of inquiry, and, if interested, access their original online discourse (in a read-only mode). A set of analytics is 

integrated to feedback on emerging idea connection and progress. Students can also propose challenging issues 

as potential topics for cross-classroom joint discussion, which is called “Super Talk.” The Super Talk topic, once 

approved by their teacher, becomes a shared idea thread for cross-community discourse. Figure 1 shows an 

example topic about how people grow shared by a set of Grade 5 classrooms studying human body systems. There 

is a function for flexible note importing, so students can import notes (ideas) from their local discourse threads to 

the Super Talk for the larger discourse, and vice versa. While Knowledge Forum already has a Rise-Above tool 

for writing synthesis notes, the ITM features for super note sharing and Super Talk further turn reflective rise-

above into a meta-space for cross-community discourse, which reorchestrates the different insights, problems, 

and expertise developed in each community to work on complex challenges and ideas. 

 

 
Figure 1. Super Talk about “How do people grow?” among 19 students from four classrooms. 
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 To test and elaborate on the multi-layer emergent interaction design of cross-community knowledge 

building, we conducted multi-year design-based research in a network of upper elementary science classrooms. 

A set of specific studies was embedded in this project, addressing unique design challenges and research questions. 

The first two iterations (school years) in the design-based research tested cross-classroom collaboration support 

using Knowledge Forum, beginning with two Grade 5/6 classrooms in the first iteration and expanding to a set of 

four parallel classrooms in the second iteration (Yuan & Zhang, 2019; Zhang et al., 2020). Motivated by the goal 

of producing knowledge advances for cross-community sharing, students engaged in intentional and collaborative 

efforts to improve their understanding toward higher epistemic levels. They generated Super Notes to consolidate 

their knowledge advances, capturing sophisticated scientific explanations and questions developed in productive 

areas of inquiry. Social network analysis of who had read whose Super Notes revealed intensive connections 

formed among the students within each classroom, between different classrooms, and across school years (student 

cohorts). The findings further suggest potential opportunities for such cross-community sharing to stimulate 

deeper inquiry within each classroom and collaborative dialogue across the partner classrooms. However, the 

above studies only explored this potential in a preliminary manner due to a lack of technology support and 

systematic data collection tracing ideas across social spaces and classroom settings. The current study was part of 

the third iteration of our design-based research implemented with the new technological support of ITM. Analysis 

reported in an earlier paper has examined epistemic quality and complexity of students’ Super Notes shared in the 

meta-space (Yuan, Zhang, & Chen, 2019). The data analysis reported in the current paper investigates the cross-

classroom discourse among four Grade 5 science classrooms supported by the Super Talk function of ITM. Our 

analysis attends to the dynamic movement of ideas from each classroom to the Super Talk for collective 

knowledge building as well as the travel (incorporation) of ideas from the Super Talk to the discourse in each 

community. Our specific research questions ask: What knowledge advances were achieved in the cross-classroom 

Super Talk and how did the collective advances emerge from—and rise above—the works and ideas developed 

within each home classroom?  

Method

Classroom Contexts
This study was part of a design-based research conducted in four Grade 5 classrooms at a public school located 

in Northeastern U.S. The participants included 89 students who studied human body systems as part of their 

science curriculum over a period of six months. Their inquiry of human body systems was implemented using a 

knowledge building pedagogy supported by ITM. The four classrooms were taught by two experienced teachers, 

each teaching science in two classrooms.  

Knowledge Building Design and Implementation 
At the beginning of the semester, students participated in a set of activities (e.g. apple tasting, high kicks, etc.) 

that triggered their interests and wonderings about the human body. Students then generated initial questions and 

clustered the questions based on the body systems involved. Students used multiple resources to support the 

inquiry of their questions, such as books, websites, online videos, and models. They shared ideas through face-to-

face metacognitive meetings, where students built on each others' ideas to explore problems of understanding, 

reflected on idea progress, and identified problems and knowledge gaps for further study. This knowledge building 

discourse continued in ITM in their online space; teachers created each Wondering Area based on student-

identified research topics. As students made progress in understanding how each body system functions, they 

started to create a reflective super note using ITM’s Journey of Thinking (JoT) to synthesize the “big ideas” 

learned and questions for deeper research, leading to further activities in their home classes to advance their 

inquiry. 

As the inquiry about the different body systems progressed in each classroom, at the beginning of May, 

students in Class 1 suggested a challenging question for the whole fifth grade to discuss using ITM’s Super Talk 

function: "How do people grow?" Students from the four classrooms participated in this Super Talk over the next 

month and contributed ideas to solve the challenging problem. A total of 19 students from the four classrooms 

posted 22 notes in total in the cross-classroom discussion. At the beginning of June, a whole class metacognitive 

meeting was held in each room to share and integrate the knowledge that they had gained from the Super Talk 

and build connections with their own inquiries. 
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 Data Sources and Analyses 
The data resources included students' ITM notes posted in their home class space and the “Super Talk,” 

researchers’ detailed field notes, classroom video recordings, and students’ notebooks. All four classrooms’ 

science lessons were video-recorded and selectively transcribed. As Lemke (2000) suggested, understanding an 

ecosocial system needs to describe the interdependent processes which occur on a certain timescale. We adopted 

his suggestion to integrate multiple levels and units of analysis, with each unit interpreted in the context of the 

larger unit of analysis and elaborated using the more specific episodes involved. Specifically, our analysis traced 

how the ideas emerged from individual and small-group research interests in each home class and traveled to the 

cross-community Super Talk. The researchers applied temporal analysis to trace the core ideas developed in the 

Super Talk to explain how people grow. Based on the conceptual elements and their contributors, we further 

traced back to identify the related inquiry work in the contributors’ home classrooms, as video recordings, field 

notes, and ITM online posts. Classroom videos and ITM online posts were further analyzed to identify when and 

how the ideas were generated, and by whom, with the major contributions of inquiry mapped out on a timeline. 

Students’ notebooks and field observation notes were further used for data triangulation. 

Results 

What knowledge advances were achieved in the cross-classroom Super Talk? 
To understand students’ ideas generated in the Super Talk to explain how people grow, we analyzed the content 

of students’ Super Talk posts and identified ten key conceptual elements. Each conceptual element explained the 

process of human growth from a specific angle, ranging from the growth of muscles and bones to digestion, brain 

control, growth hormones, and so forth. Conceptual connections were further identified based on students’ 

discourse responses (e.g. build-on). The conceptual elements and connections are shown in the top layer of Figure 

2, displayed based on the sequence of time. As noted above, based on the concepts and their contributors, we 

further traced backward to identify the related inquiry work in the contributors’ home classrooms. The lower 

section of Figure 2 illustrates the first time each concept is shown in the home class, a dotted line connecting 

between the lower section and the top layer illustrates the information from the focal home classroom that fed 

student contribution to the Super Talk.  

 
Figure 2. Tracing idea development in the Super Talk (upper area, from May to June) in connection with the 

related knowledge building work and discourse in each home class. 
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 Students from Classroom 1 contributed to explaining “how do people grow” from the perspective of the 

brain, muscles and bones, with the insight that the pituitary gland controls the growth hormones and sends 

messages to the muscles and the joints, and that muscles grow by repairing rips. The key concept of ATP and 

bones were further built on by Class 2 with a key idea that bones grow through ossification and ATP is formed 

when muscles repair rips. A new perspective regarding the role of sleeping was added by students from Classroom  

3: During NREM sleep, the body is repairing damaged tissues and growing. A new key concept of mitosis was 

incorporated to explain how cells grow in four stages. Ideas about genetics were later added by members of 

Classroom 3 to further explain what determines height. Members of Classroom 4 further highlighted the role of 

digestion: it breaks down and delivers nutrients throughout the body to help it grow. Extensive discourse occurred 

focusing the major concepts and systems (bones, muscles and brain) that were closely related to the main inquiry 

questions of each classroom. Other related ideas were further incorporated and built on in a reflection of students’ 

special interests and expertise (genetics, mitosis, and ATP). 

How did the collective advances emerge from—and rise above—the works and 
ideas developed within each home classroom?  
Based on the above graph, we use the conceptual elements of muscle growth as related to mitosis as examples to 

analyze how student contributions to the Super Talk emerged from and rose above the inquiry work in each home 

classroom.  

Classroom 1 
Eight students from Classroom 1 participated in the Super Talk discussion from the perspective of bones, muscles, 

growth hormones, and sleeping; of those, six students mentioned how growth relates to muscles and bones. The 

topic of muscles originally branched out from the topic of the heart. At the beginning of January, a group of 

learners interested in the heart (Hugo, Jane, Maxwell, Nevan, and Otis) first investigated how the heart functions 

and problems caused by heart holes. As they accumulated enough knowledge, on March 5, the heart group held a 

metacognitive meeting with the whole class, during which they shared key information about how blood travels 

through the circulatory system and made a new connection between heart and bones (that ribs protect your heart). 

On March 15, the teacher talked to this group to see whether they had new research questions. Jane, who had 

focused on the skeleton, was inspired by the connection between the heart and bones and proposed new inquiry 

questions: “how did your bones heal?” and “how can bones make blood?”. The teacher created an idea thread in 

ITM for students’ inquiry of the new research questions. Later, Maxwell, Nevan, and Otis, who were core 

members of the heart group, joined Jane to explore these issues. Their thinking about bones and muscles was 

deepened and elaborated over time to understand the various categories of bones (axial bones and appendicular 

bones), joints, bone fracture, and the treatment of snapped bones (put on a cast). Conceptual connections were 

built among the different human body systems such as by understanding how the bone marrow creates red blood 

cells and brain control of joint movement  through sending nerve signals. 

In the above context, in early May, students in Classroom 1 initiated the Super Talk topic of how people 

grow. The students working on bones and muscles were very motivated to share their knowledge in the Super 

Talk discussion space because it was closely related to their research topics. On May 9th, Nevan and Otis co-

authored a note in the Super Talk to explain how the brain connects to the bones: “Humans grow by the brain: 

the pituitary gland controls the growth hormones and sends messages to the muscles and the joints. The brain 

helps the body grow. The pituitary gland controls growth.” Nevan also played an important role as a boundary 

broker to bring the concept of mitosis from Classroom  3 back to his home class.  

On June 5, Classroom 1 held the last metacognitive meeting with a theme of how people grow to 

summarize their learning. Students participated in the discussion from their focused areas. At the same time, they 

integrated what they’ve learned from the Super Talk back into their conversation. When students were sharing 

the content that related to brain cells, Nevan brought back the information about cell mitosis that he read from the 

Super Talk and leveraged students’ understanding about this cutting-edge concept and made connections with all 

other human body organs as cell mitosis is how each body organ grow at the base level.  

Classroom 2 
Classroom 2 contributed to the Super Talk discussion about how bones and muscles grow through building 

connections with digestion and cells. Tracing back to Classroom 2’s inquiry journey, we observed that students 

in Classroom 2 first investigated issues related to the digestive system, brain, heart and lungs and blood in the first 

two months. One of the cross-cutting themes connecting these topics looked at how humans get and use energy 

from food. Students in the energy research group advanced their understanding by elaborating on the process of 

digestion; the digestive system breaks down food and further delivers nutrients through the bloodstream. On 
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 March 4, a new connection was made between the digestive system and muscles by Frank, who posted in 

ITM:“…ATP is what 'charges" your body… when you eat, ATP is made which then powers up your body… if 

your body is low on ATP, it will be stored in your muscle cells… ATP is your body’s main energy source ". On 

April 26th, students who researched muscles made a cross-system connection and started to examine “what is 

protein?” and “what is a cell?” 

After Classroom 1 initiated the Super Talk topic of how people grow, on May 11, Teacher Mrs. Harris 

held a whole class metacognitive meeting in Class 2 to advertise the Super Talk topic. Students first read the notes 

that were already posted by several peers from the other classrooms, discussed and analyzed how Class 2 can 

learn from the cross-classroom discussion and further add to it. After reading the existing notes, students found 

that although the existing notes talked about how muscles grow (by fixing the rips that were caused by extra force) 

and shared basic information (e.g. bones grow as you grow), the information posted had not fully answered the 

question of how bones and muscles grow. The teacher highlighted the importance of posting non-redundant 

information to advance the collective understanding and explaining HOW people grow. After this meeting, a few 

students worked on explanations of how bones grow, drawing upon the above-noted inquiries about bones, 

muscles, digestion, and cells. Henry, who first worked with a few peers on energy research and later joined the 

bones and muscles group, posted a new note in the Super Talk thread that built on an existing note about bones. 

He wrote: “Babies are born with 100 more bones than adults, the bones fuse together to make longer bones as we 

grow. What babies have is not really bones, it is cartilage. With the help of calcium, the cartilage gets turned into 

bones through the process of Ossification.” His classmate Frank read Henry’s note and further built on it by 

saying: “I might have a little more info to help you. Over time, a different type of cell called osteoclasts head to 

the middle of the bone to help in. Now, inside osteoclasts, there are hydrolytic enzymes and acids. These enzymes 

and acids will help dissolve the temporal bone (the cartilage) to make room for the permanent bone (marrow). 

Also, Ossification will take around 20 years. Once this process is over, the bones will not grow anymore, but will 

still be able to heal themselves in case you get any unexpected fractures.”  

Classroom 3  
In Classroom 3, the topic of muscles and bones emerged relatively late in mid-March involving only two students. 

The two students did not post in the Super Talk discussion. However, students who studied cells made active and 

unique contributions to the Super Talk discussion, highlighting the role and process of mitosis. Below, we trace 

how their ideas were developed within their group and classroom and contributed to the cross-classroom 

discussion. 

In Classroom 3’s human body inquiry, one of the most productive lines of inquiry investigated the 

function and structure of the brain.  As a specific insight, students found that the pituitary glands in the brain 

release hormones. This topic was further connected to the inquiry about lungs. Students from the lungs group 

found that the brain and lungs work closely together, noting that oxygen gets to the tissues (including those in the 

brain) through red blood cells (Week 5), and tissues in the body need oxygen (Week 6). Blake, a key member of 

the heart and lungs group, contributed his knowledge about cells during a metacognitive meeting: "The cells 

contain sugar except they need the oxygen to turn it into energy." In week 7, the concept of the cell was expanded 

to consider white blood cells, such as through Blake’s build-on: "Neutrophils look for things that shouldn't be in 

your body, and macrophages look for and digest dead germs…Amino acids are what make proteins." In a whole 

class metacognitive meeting, the teacher asked: “What tissue of our body needs oxygen?” Students said: 

“Everywhere, because we need our oxygen to survive.” The understanding of tissues and cells was further 

deepened on March 15th when Blake introduced a key concept related to human growth: “Mitosis is the process 

of one cell splitting into two new cells as it is a complex process with many steps”. In the same week, Blake 

suggested that the teacher create a new thread of discussion called "How do we grow?" This thread was created 

in Class 3’s own discussion space. However, this topic did not get much attention from Blake’s peers in Class 3. 

Blake’s idea about mitosis did not catch others’ interest until May when Classroom 1 initiated the Super 

Talk topic asking exactly the same question. Blake was thus able to connect with other peers from the whole 

Grade 5 who were interested in exploring how people grow. He joined in the collaboration, with his early note 

about mitosis copied to the cross-classroom Super Talk thread in ITM. This idea further caused Nevan’s (a student 

from Class 1) attention. After reading Blake’s note, Nevan brought the knowledge about mitosis to his home class 

discussion and extended his peers’ understanding and conversation during their last metacognitive meeting. 
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 Classroom 4 
In Classroom 4, the topic of muscles and bones sprouted from the inquiry about the immune system. Tim and the 

other two members first investigated the topic of the immune system at the early stage with a guiding question: 

“What happens with blood cells in the immune system?” This idea was first explained by Tim in the first month, 

who wrote: “Your immune system is a process of white blood cells that kill bacteria, the white blood cells in the 

immune system are Leukocytes.” This idea was further connected with the inquiry about bones. Tim posted in the 

fourth week: “Bone marrow, a tissue inside of your bones, makes white blood cells which enter a system called 

the lymphatic system, which helps your body from getting diseases… There are 2 different types of blood cells, 

they are phagocytes and lymphocytes. When a phagocyte sees a virus, it immediately sends a signal to lymphocytes 

to make the correct antibody for a virus. …cells and antibodies sort of have a mind of its own when the immune 

system gets a virus.” From the second month, the inquiry of the immune system was expanded to include HIV 

and the lymphoid. On May 3, during a metacognitive meeting, the teacher emphasized that May is the “Month of 

Connection.” One of the learning activities was finding connections among human body systems. Tim pointed 

out a connection by saying: “Muscles are a huge part of your body. Without muscles, you couldn’t blink, jump, 

smile or have your heartbeat. There are 3 types of muscles: skeletal, cardiac and smooth muscles.” 

After the teacher introduced the Super Talk topic of how humans grow to Classroom 4, Tim first read 

the notes already posted in the Super Talk, making connections with his understanding about the immune system 

and muscles. He then contributed to the Super Talk by adding a detailed explanation about how muscles grow: 

“Muscles grow by when you stress muscle fibers, by lifting heavy weights or doing motions that you’re not used 

to. They rip which lets out a chemical called cytokines, which activates your immune system and repairs it bigger 

than it was earlier, thereby making your muscles grow. Hypertrophy is how your muscles say you need to work 

more to make your muscles grow. If you stop exercising, your muscles will go through a process called muscular 

atrophy which makes your muscles shrink.” This detailed answer advanced the understanding of the overarching 

question one step further.  

Discussion and conclusion 
This research explored students’ collaborative interaction unfolding across emergent social levels, which included 

the local knowledge space of each classroom community and a meta-space (macro space) shared across 

communities. As students in each home classroom pursued progressive inquiries to deepen their understanding of 

the various human body systems, they shared knowledge advances with the partner classrooms using reflective 

Super Notes (see analysis in Yuan et al., 2019) and further pursued cross-classroom Super Talk to address a 

challenging problem. The Super Talk problem was not predetermined but emerged based on student interests at 

the intersection of the different lines of inquiry about the various body systems. The analysis of the cross-

classroom Super Talk in connection with the knowledge building work in each classroom provided a detailed 

account of how students worked across the social levels to continually advance their knowledge. The multi-layer 

design enabled students from multiple communities to collaboratively solve the challenging problem, building on 

the interests and knowledge developed in each community. The “Super Talk” served as the cross-boundary meta-

space where students formed extensive social connections and integrated distributed expertise to develop higher-

level understanding. Students’ multiple points of view (e.g. bones, brains, hearts) and diverse inquiry strategies 

came into contact in the dynamic interactions as they contributed their special knowledge about the different body 

systems and processes to explain the holistic problem of how people grow. With their teachers’ facilitation, 

students read and learned from their peers’ notes in the Super Talk, identified gaps and missing links, and further 

contributed their knowledge and perspectives. Some of the new knowledge gained from the Super Talk was further 

shared and discussed in the individual classrooms to complement and expand their own inquiry.  

The above findings further enrich what we have learned through prior studies (Yuan & Zhang, 2019; 

Zhang et al., 2020), showcasing students’ dynamic idea interactions for ever-unfolding inquriry as expanded and 

transformed through cross-community collaboration. The classroom processes and findings shed light on 

opportunities and strategies to design a larger creative socio-technological context that is critically needed for 

scaling collaborative learning across classrooms. Designs of cross-community knowledge building among 

students should capitalize on the power of different levels of discourse and create a synergy between the social 

extension and epistemic rise-above of ideas. With the interactive discourse within each group and community 

supporting continual idea improvement and diverse expertise, cross-community discourse provides a larger and 

higher-level space for students to further share and integrate their knowledge advances to tackle cross-cutting 

challenges and develop more sophisticated understanding, which may further leverage students’ inquiry and 

thinking in each community.  
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